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High-tech makes Games mark
A

n icy river in Beijing was
the setting for a special
Olympic torch relay as
an amphibious robot shaped
like a curling stone held a metallic red-and-silver torch.
The robot slid along the
ice before plunging into an
unfrozen area of the river,
with the flame burning well
underwater as it was passed
to another robot.
The second torch was swiftly lit, completing the first-ever
robotic underwater Olympic
torch relay. The entire process took about eight minutes, with the second robot
emerging from the water to
pass the torch to a human
bearer. The first robot and
torch were later recovered
from the river.
Thomas Bach, International
Olympic Committee president, said on Feb 6 that the
Beijing Winter Olympics have
made history by achieving an
unprecedented level of digitalization and have set new
technology standards for the
future.
He made the comments
while interacting virtually
with journalists at a news
center in Beijing through
holographic communication
technologies developed by
the Chinese technology company Alibaba.
The virtual interaction, supported by a range of sophisticated technology, was
projected onto a remote highdefinition screen, generating
a true-to-life hologram effect,
the IOC said. All details were
reconstructed in high definition, including detailed facial
expressions and the texture
of clothing.
A wide variety of technological applications was on show
at the Games as Chinese
companies, including heavyweights and startups, constantly experiment with novel
ideas and new technologies.
China Aerospace Science and Industry Corp. was
responsible for developing
the special torches used

Workers pass a huge screen using high-definition light-emitting diode technology at the media center for the
Beijing Winter Olympics. ZHANG WEI / CHINA DAILY

“Inside the Bird’s
Nest we’ve set up
digital workstations
and rendering workshops for instant
visual effect generation, completely
upgrading the venue
from a traditional
structure to a smart
stadium.”
CHANG YU

in the underwater Olympic
torch relay.
The company said that
compared with underwater
torches overseas that use
solid fuel and whose flames
cause pollution, those for the
Beijing Winter Games used
gaseous fuel that is smokeless and causes no pollution.
Numerous design obstacles
were overcome to achieve
this.
Earlier this month a self-

driving car carried the Olympic torch for the first time in
the Games’ history.
The car, developed by the
information technology
company Baidu, carried the
torch for about 2,620 feet
on Feb 2 at Shougang Industrial Park in Beijing, which
hosted several Games events.
Wei Dong, vice-president
of Baidu’s intelligent driving
business group, said, “We prefer to call it a robot because
we will increasingly engage
with more moving robots in
our daily lives.”
At the industrial park, China
Unicom, the official telecommunications service provider for the Games, built a
5G-enabled intelligent vehicle
networking system covering
247 acres.
Thanks to the integration
of 5G technologies and the
Beidou Satellite Navigation
System, the unmanned vehicles can achieve continuous,
high-precision positioning to
within 4 inches, said Liu Qi,
a senior technical expert at
China Unicom’s Smart City
Research Institute.

At the Games opening ceremony on Feb 4 the potential
of many technologies, including 5G, AI and the internet of
things, won many admirers
by blending perfectly with art
to deliver a realistic, dynamic
and immersive experience for
visitors.
The National Stadium, also
known as the Bird’s Nest,
underwent an intelligent
transformation to host the
opening and closing ceremonies.
Chang Yu, director of the
opening and closing ceremonies department for the
organizing committee, said:
“Inside the Bird’s Nest we’ve
set up digital workstations
and rendering workshops for
instant visual effect generation, completely upgrading
the venue from a traditional
structure to a smart stadium.”
Instead of using traditional
projection, the entire floor of
the stadium is fully equipped
with high-definition lightemitting diode, or LED, technology.
SEE OLYMPICS, PAGE 4

Zoo fetes conservation and greets Year of Tiger
As the San Diego Zoo Safari
Park celebrated the Chinese
Lunar New Year, it also recognized a bilateral conservation
partnership that has been in
place for decades.
“Today, San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance hosts its inaugural
Lunar New Year celebration.
This year begins the Year of the
Tiger, known for being brave,
courageous and generous,”
Paul Baribault, president and
CEO of the San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance, said on Feb 5.
He noted that by working
with its partners in China, the
San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance,
a conservation organization
that operates the zoo and the
safari park, helps to get giant
pandas removed from the
endangered species list.
“One of our most wonderful success stories of our past
is the shared success of the
panda recovery, really where
its population was in a very
desperate state, but working
with our partners in China, collectively, we are able to turn
that outcome around. That was
only possible with partnership,
with friendship … in place for
30-plus years,” Baribault said.
Zhang Ping, Chinese consul general in Los Angeles,
thanked the wildlife alliance
for its dedication and com-

mitment to giant pandas and
other animals’ protection.
“China and the U.S. collaboration on giant panda protection is a successful story of
China-U.S. cooperation. It built
a bridge of friendship that connects the hearts and minds of
our two peoples,” he said.
The envoy noted that this
year’s Spring Festival coincided with the Beijing Winter
Olympics, which held its opening ceremony on Feb 4.
“The Beijing Winter Olympics is the first Olympic Games
driven entirely by green energy.
It demonstrates China’s commitment to environmental protection and its effort to pursue
green and low-carbon growth,”
Zhang said.
Baribault said it’s wonderful
to see the International Olympic Committee and the Olympic movement “collectively
moving toward more sustainable solutions in their sports”.
He said the Olympic Games
celebrate interconnectedness
and the world coming together,
which is also what the Lunar
New Year celebration at the
safari park aims to achieve.
As a former athlete who
had competed on the U.S.
national team in men’s luge
for six years, Baribault said he
is always excited to watch the

A boy hangs red ribbons on trees in the San Diego Zoo Safari Park on Feb 5
as it celebrated the Chinese Lunar New Year. GAO SHAN / XINHUA

Games, because he gets to see
athletes he had trained with or
competed against in the past.
“When I competed, you are
competing in world cups and
world championships every
year, so you are always one big
family, a global family, so it’s so
neat to see some of those athletes who I competed against,
now are coaches for the other
teams. So it’s always fun to
see that we stay connected
through all the years.”
As part of the celebration,
guests and visitors to the park
received Winter Olympic souvenirs from the Chinese Consulate General, as well as red packets from the wildlife alliance.

They also were invited to
hang red ribbons and their
wishes on trees in the safari
park. The trees will be planted
in the park’s Tiger Trail.
RJ Albright, who lives in San
Diego, chatted with China Daily
after getting a red envelope for
his daughter.
“We came to see tigers
today,” he said.
Of the Olympics’ opening
ceremony, Albright said, “It
was absolutely beautiful, just
seeing the people. It’s an interesting time in China and Beijing, but for us, it was mostly
the colors, the blue, the water,
was very exciting.”
— LIU YINMENG

DEEDS
OF THE
HISTORY
MAKERS
About 2:20 p.m. on Feb
21, 1972, Chinese Premier
Zhou Enlai turned up at the
Diaoyutai State Guesthouse
in Beijing, where a little
more than an hour earlier
he had said good-bye to
Richard Nixon, the visiting
United States president,
whom he had met at the
city’s Capital Airport that
morning.
The official schedule had
called for the president to
rest, after a long journey
that had brought him and
his 350-member entourage
from Washington to Beijing,
and before the two sides
engaged in some preliminary talk followed by a welcoming banquet.
“Here Zhou came and
asked to see Kissinger,”
recalled Winston Lord,
special assistant to Henry
Kissinger, Nixon’s national
security adviser.
“He said that Chairman
Mao wanted to see President Nixon right away.
“Kissinger, to my everlasting gratitude, asked me to
go,” said Lord, 84.
Lord, convinced he had
earned the right to sit in the
chairman’s book-lined cave
of a study by being a core
member of the trip’s preparation team and “one of the
world’s greatest note takers”, would later “tie for first
place among Americans
with Kissinger in meeting
with Mao five times”, to use
his own words.
“He (Mao) was a forceful
leader just by atmosphere.”
While Nixon and Mao
treated themselves to a
lively hour-long meeting
that included philosophy,
history and much banter,
others were left wondering. (“I voted for you during
your last election,” Mao
said. “I think the important thing to note is that
in America, at least at this
time, those on the right can
do what those on the left
can only talk about,” Nixon
said.)
“We were scheduled to
gather for a plenary session
to kick off the proposed
counterpart discussions,”
wrote Nicholas Platt, now
85, in his 2009 book China
Boys: How U.S. Relations
with the PRC Began and
Grew.
“It was abruptly postponed, and we waited —
and waited — and waited,”
said Platt, who on that trip
was the special assistant
to U.S. Secretary of State
William Rogers. “The secretary of state was not
included and, to my knowledge, not even aware of the
meeting.”
Fourteen months after
that meeting, Platt would
find himself in Beijing again,
to “physically build the U.S.
Liaison Office”.
On July 9, 1971 Lord was
with Kissinger and two
other Americans as they
crossed the Pakistani-Chinese border into Chinese
air space onboard Pakistani
President Yahya Khan’s
plane. It was dawn and the
plane skirted the planet’s
second-tallest peak, Qiaogeli Feng, known as K2 in
the West.
SEE 1972, PAGE 2
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